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1. OVERVIEW
Regular, low-cost Decadal-class science missions to planetary destinations
enabled by small high-ΔV spacecraft, like the high-energy Photon, support
expanding opportunities for scientists and increase the rate of science
return. The high-energy Photon can launch on Electron to precisely target
escape asymptotes for planetary small spacecraft missions with payload
masses up to ~50 kg without the need for a medium or heavy lift launch
vehicle. The high-energy Photon can also launch as a secondary payload
with even greater payload masses to deep-space science targets.
This paper describes planetary mission concepts connected to science
objectives that leverage Rocket Lab’s deep space mission approach. The
high-energy Photon can access various planetary science targets of
interest including the cislunar environment, Small Bodies, Mars, Venus,
and the Outer Planets. Additional planetary small spacecraft missions with
focused investigations are recommended, including dedicated small
spacecraft missions that do not rely on launch as a secondary payload.

2. HIGH-ENERGY PHOTON

Figure 1: The high-energy

The high-energy Photon (Figure 1) is a self-sufficient small spacecraft Photon enables small planetary
science missions, including
capable of long-duration interplanetary cruise. Its power system is
Venus probe missions.
conventional, using photovoltaic solar arrays and lithium-polymer
secondary batteries. The attitude control system includes star trackers, sun sensors, an inertial
measurement unit, three reaction wheels, and a cold-gas reaction control system (RCS). S-band or
X-band RF ranging transponders support communications with the Deep Space Network or
commercial networks and traditional deep space radiometric navigation methods. A Global Position
System (GPS) receiver is used for navigation near Earth. ΔV greater than 4 km/sec is provided by a
storable, re-startable bi-propellant propulsion system called Hyper Curie using electric pumps to
supply pressurized propellant to a thrust vector-controlled engine. The propellant tanks achieve
high propellant mass fraction and can be scaled to meet mission-specific needs.

3. ELECTRON
The high-energy Photon is designed for launch on Electron (Figure 2), Rocket Lab’s launch vehicle.
Electron can lift up to 200 kg to a 500 km sun-synchronous orbit from either of two active, state-ofthe-art launch sites: Launch Complex-1 on the Mahia Peninsula in New Zealand and Launch
Complex-2 on Wallops Island, Virginia. As of August 2020, Electron has delivered 53 satellites to
orbit building a strong flight heritage with missions for both commercial and government customers
including the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), the Defense Advanced
Research Projects Agency, the United States Air Force, and the National Reconnaissance Office.
Electron is a two-stage launch vehicle with a Kick Stage, standing at 18-meter tall with a diameter
of 1.2-meter and a lift-off mass of ~13,000 kg. Electron’s engine, the 25 kN Rutherford, is fueled by
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liquid oxygen and kerosene fed by electric pumps. Rutherford is
based on an entirely new propulsion cycle that makes use of brushless
direct current electric motors and high-performance lithium polymer
batteries to drive impeller pumps. Electron’s Stage 1 uses nine
Rutherford engines while Stage 2 requires just a single Rutherford
vacuum engine. Rutherford is the first oxygen/hydrocarbon engine to
use additive manufacturing for all primary components, including the
regeneratively cooled thrust chamber, injector pumps, and main
propellant valves. All Rutherford engines on Electron are identical,
except for a larger expansion ratio nozzle on Stage 2 optimized for
performance in near-vacuum conditions.
The high-energy Photon replaces Electron’s standard Kick Stage for
deep space missions. Photon’s flight computer acts as the flight
computer for Electron and the RCS used in cruise is also used for
Stage 2 roll-control. By removing duplicate subsystems, Electron and
the high-energy Photon increase mass to orbit that can be dedicated
to more fuel and payload.

4. DEDICATED LAUNCH ON
ELECTRON
Rocket Lab’s dedicated small launch-enabled deep space missions
use the high-energy Photon to target escape asymptotes with
Figure 2: Electron has delivered 53
satellites to orbit developing high
progressive phasing orbits to ensure robust, efficient, and accurate
departure. Electron first delivers Photon to a circular parking orbit. After separating from Stage 2,
Photon performs preprogrammed burns to establish a preliminary elliptical orbit. Photon then
performs a series of burns through increasingly elliptical orbits, each time raising the apogee
altitude while maintaining a nearly constant perigee. Breaking the departure across multiple
maneuvers is an efficient approach to Earth escape. By holding burns close to perigee and limiting
their duration, propulsive energy is efficiently spent raising apogee while avoiding the burn losses
associated with long duration maneuvers.
Each phasing maneuver is followed by a planned number of phasing orbits at the new apogee
altitude. Phasing orbits provide time for on-orbit navigation, maneuver planning, and conjunction
screening. Each planned maneuver includes contingency options to mitigate conjunction events or
missed maneuvers. After the nominal apogee raising maneuvers are performed, a final injection
burn is executed to place Photon on an escape trajectory. Photon can fly integrated with science
instruments or with another spacecraft that can be separated to improve staging performance.
All burns are terminated based on velocity using an onboard guidance algorithm that typically
achieves better than ~1 m/sec execution accuracy. During ground station passes, GPS data is
downlinked to support orbit determination and maneuver reconstruction. The maneuver
reconstruction outputs a high accuracy estimate of the Hyper Curie engine performance – a key
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input into subsequent phasing maneuvers and, most importantly, the escape burn. By precisely
determining the orbit and calibrating Hyper Curie over multiple phasing orbits, Rocket Lab’s deep
space mission approach ensures that Photon delivers an accurate and precise C3 at escape, a feature
normally reserved for expensive, high-performance upper stages.
The phasing orbit approach also achieves a precise alignment to the required right ascension of the
ascending node (RAAN) and Argument of Perigee (AOP) at escape. Photon experiences drift in
RAAN while in the phasing orbits due to the Earth's gravitational harmonics. The nominal orbit
raising profile, therefore, contains a series of RAAN drift-rate steps associated with each orbit
raising segment. The launch time is biased to offset the launch RAAN from the required RAAN by
the sum of the RAAN drifts that occur during the phasing orbits. This RAAN-rate profile is planned
prior to launch but is adjusted in-flight to compensate for any error in the initial launch RAAN, for
missed maneuvers, or other contingencies. Adjustment is achieved by varying the apogee altitude
of the intermediate phasing orbits and the number of phasing orbits at each step or by a final RAAN
maneuver prior to injection. The phasing maneuvers can also be offset from perigee to actively
adjust for any errors in the planned drift in target AOP.

5. SECONDARY GTO LAUNCH
The high-energy Photon can also be carried to orbit as a secondary payload on an EELV Secondary
Payload Adapter. By injecting directly into geosynchronous transfer orbit (GTO), the high-energy
Photon can access higher-energy trajectories to science targets with increased payload mass.

6. HIGH ENERGY PHOTON PEFORMANCE
Payload mass as a function of C3 is shown in Figure 3 for dedicated Electron launch of a 320 kg wet
mass high-energy Photon and launch as a secondary payload to GTO. For the GTO trajectories,
Photon is placed on a 250 x 35,786 km transfer orbit, performs a 200 m/sec maneuver to raise apogee
to 110,000 km altitude, and then performs the injection burn. Most missions also require some level
of maneuverability for orbit insertion or other purposes post-departure. Post-departure ΔV as a
function of departure C3 for a 25 kg payload on a high-energy Photon is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 3: Photon performance demonstrates usable payload for Decadal-class planetary science.
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Figure 4: Significant post-departure ΔV is preserved for a representative Decadal-class science payload mass.

7. NASA CAPSTONE
In February 2020, Rocket Lab was selected as the launch service provider for the NASA Cislunar
Autonomous Positioning System Technology Operations and Navigation Experiment (CAPSTONE)
mission (Figure 5). CAPSTONE, launching in 2021, is expected to be the first spacecraft to operate
in a near rectilinear halo orbit (NRHO) around the Moon. Photon will deliver NASA’s 12U technology
demonstration CubeSat on a Ballistic Lunar Transfer using the phasing orbit approach described
above. The CAPSTONE spacecraft will separate shortly after the escape burn and then demonstrate
communications and navigation technology after achieving the NRHO. While NASA performs the
primary mission, Rocket Lab plans to execute a secondary mission to demonstrate high-energy
Photon deep space operations capabilities with a lunar flyby.

Figure 5: Rocket Lab will demonstrate deep space operations with a lunar flyby in 2021.
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8. REPRESENTATIVE MISSION CONCEPTS
Representative mission concepts summarized in Table 1 demonstrate usable payload masses to
planetary destinations for both dedicated launch of the high-energy Photon on Electron and as a
secondary to GTO. Mission concepts are connected to science objectives to support the
recommendation for more planetary small spacecraft missions with focused investigations using
a small number of instruments and dedicated small launch vehicles.
Table 1: Representative mission concepts support the recommendation for more, small planetary missions.

Low Lunar orbit
Earth-Moon L1
Earth-Moon L2
NRHO

ELECTRON PAYLOAD
MASS (KG)
29
47
47
37

GTO PAYLOAD
MASS (KG)
100
156
157
121

Moon

Microlander

0.5 to 1.5

5 to 8

Small Body

Oumuamua Flyby

36

119

Small Body

Comet Borisov Flyby

12

68

Small Body
Small Body
Small Body
Small Body
Small Body
Small Body
Small Body
Small Body
Small Body
Small Body
Small Body
Small Body

NEO 2000_SG344 - Flyby
NEO 2000_SG344 - Orbit
NEO 2006_BZ147 - Flyby
NEO 2006_BZ147 - Orbit
NEO 2018_PM28 - Flyby
NEO 2018_PM28 - Orbit
NEO 2020_OK5 - Flyby
NEO 2020_OK5 - Orbit
NEO 2013_WA44 - Flyby
NEO 2013_WA44 - Orbit
Main Belt 1994_SA - Flyby
Main Belt 1994_SA - Orbit

43
15
47
12
38
6
47
28
43
12
34
-

103
66
143
70
120
55
142
98
137
71
114
4

Small Body

Ceres Flyby

1

113

Mars
Mars
Mars
Mars
Venus
Venus
Jupiter

Hyperbolic Flyby or Probe
Highly elliptical orbit
Low Martian orbit
Aerostationary
Hyperbolic Flyby or Probe
Highly elliptical orbit
Calisto Flyby

34
10
33
2
29

115
68
12
28
112
66
104

DESTINATION

MISSION CONCEPT

Moon
Moon
Moon
Moon

8.1

NOTES
90 degree, 100 km orbit
Goes to L2 first
Direct transfer to L2
Deployed from 90 deg, 100 km
orbit
Departure: 07 Feb 2017,
Arrival: 12 Oct 2017,
Relative velocity = 61.7 km/sec
Departure: 09 Jul 2018,
Arrival: 25 Oct 2019;
Relative velocity = 33.28 km/sec
Departure: 15 Apr 2027,
Arrival: 20 Jan 2028
Departure 01 Oct 2032,
Arrival: 05 Jun 2033
Departure: 01 Jan 2023,
Arrival: 15 Jan 2024
Departure 14 Dec 2029,
Arrival: 03 Oct 2030
Departure 18 May 2028,
Arrival: 08 Apr 2029
Departure: 28 Oct 2024,
Arrival: 26 Aug 2025
Departure: 9 May 2029,
Arrival: 4 Apr 2031
250 km x 34000 km orbit
90 degree, 100 km orbit
at about 3 deg
200 km x 68000 km orbit
VEEGA-type trajectory

CISLUNAR

High-energy Photon missions can enable a range of Decadal-class science at the Moon18,51. Payload
masses for representative small orbital mission concepts and a microlander concept are reported in
Table 1 (all direct transfers from Earth). Orbiter missions could be used to systematically study the
magnetic anomalies38, measure global distribution of ice31,36 and volatiles25,44,54,55 over extended
durations, or perform studies of volatiles before the anticipated wave of human exploration alters
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the environment, among others. Low cost penetrator31,53 or lander missions could be used to study
rocket exhaust plume interactions66, help deploy a lunar seismic network52, perform in-situ
measurements of craters to support solar system chronology21,59 studies, perform measurements of
lunar swirls at the lunar surface12,36, or visit unique locations like the Aristarchus plateau35 that may
not be prioritized on other missions. Communications and navigation infrastructure in support of
science and human exploration missions could also be deployed.

8.2

SMALL BODIES

High-energy Photon missions can enable a range of Decadal-class science missions at Small
Bodies16. Payload masses for small flyby and orbital mission concepts to representative targets are
reported in Table 1. Photon orbiter missions could investigate small body interior science32 to
advance understanding of planetesimal formation23 and provide a larger sampling of small bodies,
particularly main-belt objects or families consistent with ordinary or carbonaceous chondritic
compositions41 and icy49 asteroids, to better resolve the diversity of body shapes correlated to
surface properties23. Missions to both Main Belt objects47 like Ceres to further study origin, volatiles,
and solar system evolution and near-earth objects (NEOs) would support these, other Decadal
objectives, and planetary defense1,2,7,8,45 needs. Similarly, spectroscopic mission dedicated to
measuring isotopic ratios43 could establish correlations with physical or orbital properties of comets.
Dedicated missions to perform plasma65 measurements could be supported at low cost. Multiple
payloads could be launched to take advantage of the Apophis April 2029 encounter17 to accurately
measure the alteration in rotation state and potential internal structural alterations induced by tidal
forces10, supporting both Decadal science objectives and planetary defense. Finally, with adequate
warning a responsive mission to fly by an interstellar or Oort cloud object48 is possible.

8.3

MARS

High-energy Photon missions can enable a range of Decadal-class science missions5, 6 at Mars.
Payload masses for small flyby, probe, and orbital missions are reported in Table 1. Orbiter
missions68 to characterize ionosphere9,19 plasma57 and magnetic structure, continue studies of
igneous rock geology with remote sensing63, improve geodesy61, determine trace gas flux and
variation28, probe the stratigraphy of the upper 10-m subsurface in the mid-latitude ice regions13,60,
perform global atmospheric observations50 including winds30, or develop atmospheric time series
over short46, long46, and climatological 37 scales, could all be supported. Phobos and Deimos15 could
be accessed with focused orbital missions. Payload masses beyond those reported in Table 1 are
enabled through small spacecraft aerocapture4 capabilities. Lower orbital altitudes are enabled
through use of aerobraking. Aging telecommunications infrastructure29 could be more sustainably
replenished based on disaggregated commercial small spacecraft capabilities. Technology
demonstrations of distributed computing or autonomy24 with small spacecraft at Mars are possible.

8.4 VENUS
High-energy Photon missions can enable a range of Decadal-class science missions at Venus.
Payload masses for small flyby, probe, and orbital missions are reported in Table 1. Proposed
mission concepts are similar to those identified in the Venus Strategic Plan34 and the Venus
Rocket Lab
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Technology Plan near-term mission modes. Focused investigations of small orbiters with small
remote sensing instruments will increase (spatial and temporal) monitoring of the Venus upper
atmosphere, such as for airglow56 studies, energy and momentum transfer26 in the ionosphere and
upper atmosphere20, solar wind interaction, and atmospheric water and other gas loss27; map
volcanic activity and surface water transport27,58; perform orbital seismology40 or geodesy61; develop
climatological time series37; establish radio science constellations3; or exploit the ~1 µm region
where the Venus atmosphere is transparent for orbital spectroscopy of the surface33. Small probes
with new thermal protection systems64 could deliver Long-Lived In-Situ Solar System Explorer
(LLISSE)-based39 seismic stations, instruments to measure the rock types of the Venus
tesserae27,58,67, or mineralogy instruments using direct crystallographic techniques11 with a small
sampling system. Similarly, small probes can enable skimmer missions or deployment of aerobots22
for in-situ measurements of isotopic ratios43 or to determine the habitability of the cloud layer42.
Payload masses beyond those reported in Table 1 are enabled through small spacecraft
aerocapture4 capabilities. Lower orbital altitudes are enabled through use of aerobraking. Low cost
communications relays could be deployed with commercial small spacecraft capabilities.

8.5

OUTER PLANETS

High-energy Photon missions can enable a range of Decadal-class science missions at the Outer
Planets. The payload mass for a small Jupiter flyby mission is presented in in Table 1. Specific
investigations that may fit within this mission approach include visiting Kuiper Belt Object planets,
remote sensing of outer planet satellites to study exogenous processes affecting icy satellite
surfaces, and a low-cost flyby mission to Calisto, among others.

9. CONCLUSION
The high-energy Photon platform can deliver regular, low-cost Decadal-class science.
Representative small mission concepts with Decadal-class science objectives were presented that
demonstrate usable payload masses to planetary destinations, particularly for focused
investigations. The results support the recommendation for additional planetary small spacecraft
missions enabled by dedicated small launch vehicles such as Electron. The results also support
balancing the science portfolio to include capability-driven small spacecraft science missions.
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